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Abstract: Last year, we proposed a smart transcription algorithm in which a real liver is captured 

using a 3D depth camera. As opposed to this, a virtual liver is represented by a polyhedron in STL 

(Standard Triangulated Language) format (stereo-lithography) via DICOM (Digital Imaging and 

Communication in Medicine) data captured by MRI (magnetic resonance imaging) and/or a CT 

(computed tomography) scanner. By comparing the depth image in the real world and the Z-buffer in 

its virtual world, we quickly identify translation/rotation differences between real and virtual livers in a 

GPU (graphics processing unit). Then by a randomized steepest descent method based on the 

differences, we can quickly copy real liver motion to virtual liver motion. In this paper, this 

performance (i.e., motion precision and calculation time) of the proposed algorithm is ascertained from 

several kinds of experiments based on the depth camera Kinect v1. This is the first challenge to use 

matching real-virtual-depth-images in our algorithm running in 3D AR (augmented reality) with 

overlapping real and virtual environment. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

 

ecently, authors of this paper have been developing a 

surgical navigation system based on a GPGPU (general 

purpose graphics processing unit). The purpose of using a 

GPU (graphics processing unit) is to have real-time 

navigation in which a doctor operates on a human organ in a 

real and virtual environment simultaneously based on AR 

(augmented reality) [1-2].  This is the reason why we are 

now preparing several types of software and hardware. One 

method involves exactly overlapping a real and virtual liver 

in the real and in a virtual 3D environment. This is an 

image-based position/orientation adjustment system, and 

therefore the CG (computer graphics) virtual world 

artificially captured by a Z-buffer of a GPU should be 

coincident with a real world image captured by a real-depth 

camera [3]. In addition, we have developed a fast algorithm 

using parallel processing of GPU for a scraper tip to 

calculate the Euclidean distances against cancer area and/or 

blood vessels [4]. In the last decade, many researchers have 

tried to design several types of fast and robust approaches 

for surface registration [5-11]. In this paper, we propose a 

new type of approach in which motions of a real liver in an 

operating room are copied onto motions of a virtual liver in 

a PC. This motion transfer function is quite important for 

constructing a surgical navigation system. In our algorithm, 

we successively find a position/posture which is most likely 

to exist by searching the minimum of differences between 

depth image in a real world and the Z-buffer in a virtual 

world. For this purpose, we propose an algorithm that 

evaluates its performance by master and slave virtual livers 

in a PC. The master liver corresponds to a real liver 

captured by a 3D depth camera, whereas, the slave liver 

corresponds to a virtual liver calculated by the Z-buffer of a 

GPU. In [12], we proposed an original framework with 

reference to a 2D depth-depth matching method based on a 

real depth image and the Z-buffer of a GPU (the virtual 

depth image), and that algorithm adequately evaluates in a 

master-slave liver simulation. In [13], we investigated the 

algorithm’s performance in a master-slave liver simulation 

by varying the search space to a smaller or larger value 

which consists of 3 degrees of translational freedom and 3 

degrees of rotational freedom. Furthermore in this paper, we 

first use the algorithm in a real world; tthat is, a real liver 

printed by a 3D printer and its virtual liver is modeled by 

STL (stereo-lithography). Then the 3D real plastic liver is 
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Fig.1 (a) A polyhedral liver with STL format, (b) its 3D 

printed plastic liver. 

manipulated by human such as doctor for several kinds of 

directions and orientations. Finally, we check the following 

performance of the 3D virtual liver by 2D depth-depth 

surface matching. Consequently, we ascertain that our 

algorithm has some useful possibility of translational and 

rotational motion in a surgical navigation. 

 

Section 2 of this paper describes our real and virtual livers, 

and then we describe our real-virtual 2D depth-depth 

matching algorithm in section 3.In section 4, we give three 

kinds of experimental results when a real liver moves along 

the X, Y, and Z axes, and we give one experimental result 

when a real liver moves around the Z axis. Finally in section 

5, we conclude our research. 

 

 

II. LIVER MODELLING 

 

 

In this algorithm, a liver of a patient is captured as DICOM 

data by MRI/CT, and the DICOM data is converted into 

polyhedron with STL format. The reason for using STL is to 

efficiently maintain visible quality and also to quickly 

calculate a depth image as the Z-buffer in the GPU (Fig.1).  

The STL is used for a virtual liver. A 3D printer for the STL 

is used to construct a plastic liver as a real liver.  

Uunfortunately this does not have any elastic or viscoelastic 

property. Thus, in this paper, we check all motion 

transcription excluding the deformation of the liver. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.4 The sum of differences in real and virtual depth 

images whose pixels are 

 

 

III. OUR REAL VIRTUAL DEPTH-DEPTH 

MATCHNIG ALGPRITHM 

 

Our algorithm consists of the following five steps. First, a 

real plastic liver and its virtual STL liver are initially set at 

the same position/posture by using our image-based initial 

position/orientation adjustment system [3]. 

Fig.2 By matching real and virtual depth images, we 

can find a better position/orientation of virtual liver 

against that of real liver. 

Fig.3 (a) The flowchart of our depth-depth matching 

algorithm (b) 24 neighbor candidates whose 

dimension is 6 represented by 3 translational degrees-

of-freedom and 3 rotational ones. 
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[Step 1] A human (doctor) operates a real plastic liver 
printed by 3D printer in the experiment.  

[Step 2] The real plastic liver is captured as a 
rectangular parallelepiped group by the 3D depth camera 
Kinect v1.  

[Step 3] The virtual liver STL is moved to the best 
position/posture of 24 ones neighboring the present 
position/posture (Fig.2).  

Each virtual liver moves in a motion space with 6 
degrees-of-freedom (X, Y, and Z translational freedoms and 
roll, pitch, and yaw rotational freedoms). In our algorithm (a 
randomized steepest descendent algorithm), we always 
select one of the three kinds of motions such as positive step, 
stop, and negative step along each freedom. Therefore, 24(= 
6×2×2) candidates exist as a neighbor for a present 
candidate (Fig.3).  

 (3-1) for each candidate, the virtual liver STL is 
captured by the Z-buffer of the GPU. 

(3-2) for each candidate, we compare real and virtual 

depth images from the depth camera Kinect v1 and the Z 

buffer of the GPU. In general, the camera coordinate system 

(camera parameters) of Kinect v1 is known. Therefore, we 

adjust the CG coordinate system (CG parameters) to the 

Kinect’s coordinate system. Here, the rendering resolutions 

of CG are set as 320×240 pixels which is that of Kinect v1 

(Fig.4).  

 
(3-3) we pick up 20 pairs of depth images and 

simultaneously select 100 pixels randomly for each image.   
Then, from the histogram of depth differences in 100 pixels, 
we select their average. In succession, from the histogram of 
averages in 20 images, we then select their medium. 

[Step 4] The PC moves a virtual liver STL (a truly virtual 

liver) according to the selected position/posture. 

 

[Step 5] We return to [Step 1].  

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.5 (a) A 2D virtual liver colored red is started to overlap 

with its 2D real liver colored green in the depth image, (b) 

the overlapping area in XY plane is colored by a set of 

yellow pixels, (c) the overlapping area in XYZ space is 

colored by a set of blue pixels. 
 

In this section, we check that when a doctor operates a red 
colored 3D printed real liver,   whether its yellow colored 
virtual liver interlocks precisely or not.  

 
First of all, we overlap a real liver by its virtual one in 3D 

space by watching several kinds of status between real and 

virtual depth images in 2D space [3]. For this purpose, we 

prepare several kinds of windows. In the upper left of Fig.5 

(a), (b), and (c), we can find position errors in X, Y, and Z, 

and orientation errors in pitch, yow, and roll coordinate 

systems. In the upper right of Fig.5 (a), (b), and (c), we can 

select captured XY image and Z direction of real and virtual 

livers. 
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Fig.6 (a) A 3D virtual liver colored yellow is starting to 

overlap its 3D real liver colored red in the XY plane, (b) the 

overlapping is finished in the XY plane, (c) the overlapping 

is also finished along the Z axis. 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.7 (a) A 3D virtual liver colored by yellow is started to 

overlap with its 3D real liver colored by red in the XY plane, 

(b) the overlapping is finished in the XY plane (the 

overlapping area is colored by a set of yellow pixels), (c) the 

overlapping is also finished along the Z axis (the 

overlapping area is colored by a set of blue pixels). 

 
Furthermore, a 3D virtual liver colored yellow is starting to 

overlap its 3D real liver colored red in the XY plane in Fig.6 

(a) and the overlapping is finished in the XY plane in Fig.6 

(b); then the overlapping is also finished along the Z axis in 

Fig.6 (c). Finally, a 3D virtual liver colored yellow is 

starting to overlap its 3D real liver colored  red in the XY 

plane in Fig.7 (a), and the overlapping in 3D is finished in 

the XY plane (the overlapping area in 2D is colored by a set 

of yellow pixels) in Fig.7 (b); then the overlapping in 3D is 

also finished along the Z axis (the overlapping area in 2D 

is colored by a set of blue pixels) in Fig.7(c). This is the 

initial adjustment system in which a 3D real liver is 

synchronized to its 3D virtual liver in a 3D environment (a 

surgical operation room).  In the second row of Table 1 and 

the second column of Table 2, we show the initial 

identification ratio of a virtual liver against its real liver. The 

initial identification ratio is defined as the number of 2D 

blue pixels overlapping between 3D real and virtual livers to 

the number of 2D pixels projected from a 3D 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.8 a 3D virtual liver colored yellow translationally 

follows its 3D real liver colored red which moves along X 

axis. The overlapping area in 3D XYZ space is colored by a 
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set of blue pixels. (a) Initial position. (b) Final position 

where speed is 15 cm/10 s. (c) Final position where speed is 

15 cm/20 s. 
 

Virtual liver, which are colored by a set of green pixels. 
Since the initial identification ratio is to be 94% in the 
second row of Table 1 and the second column of Table 2, 
real and virtual livers are completely overlapped in a 3D 
environment. 
After the near-optimal coincident is found, we move the real 

liver along the X, Y, and Z axis by using two kinds of 

velocities. We check whether the virtual liver follows the 

real liver by our proposed 2D depth-depth matching 

algorithm based on the depth camera Kinect v1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.9 A 3D virtual liver colored yellow translationally 

follows its 3D real liver colored  red which moves along Y 

axis. The overlapping area in 3D XYZ space is colored by a 

set of blue pixels. (a) Initial position. (b) Final position 

where speed is 15cm/10second. (c) Final position where 

speed is 15cm/20second. 
 

First of all, in Fig.8 and Table 1, a 3D virtual liver colored 

yellow translationally follows its 3D real liver colored red 

which moves along the X axis. The overlapping area in 3D 
XYZ space is colored by a set of blue pixels. In Fig.8(a), we 

describe the initial position, and in Fig.8(b), we describe the 

final position where speed is 15 cm/10 s, and also in 

Fig.8(c), we indicate the final position where the speed is 15 

cm/20 s. Since the final identification ratio is to be 81%, as 

listed in the third column of Table 1, real and virtual livers 

are almost overlapped in the 3D space. 

Secondly in Fig.9 and Table 1, a 3D virtual liver 

colored yellow translationally follows its 3D real liver 

colored red which moves along the Y axis. Similar to the 

above step, the overlapping area in the 3D XYZ space is 

colored by a set of blue pixels. First, we show the initial 

position in Fig.9 (a). In Fig.9 (b), we indicate the final 

position where speed is 15 cm/10 s. In this case, the final 

identification ratio is to be 76%, 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig.10 A 3D virtual liver colored by yellow translationally 

follows its 3D real liver colored by red which moves along 

Z axis. The overlapping area in 3D XYZ space is colored by 

a set of blue pixels. (a) Initial position. (b) Final position 

whose speed 15cm/10second. (c) Final position whose 

speed 15cm/20second. 
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as listed in the third column of Table 1. Simultaneously, we 

describe the final position where speed is 15 cm/20 s. In this 

case, the final identification ratio is to be 89% in the third 

column of Table 1. Therefore, the faster the translational 

movement speed of real liver, the lower the overlapping 

precision.  

Third, in Fig.10 and Table 1, a 3D virtual liver colored 

yellow translationally follows its 3D real liver colored red 

which moves along the Z axis. Similar to the previous case, 

the overlapping area in the 3D XYZ space is colored by a 

set of blue pixels. First, we show the initial position in 

Fig.10 (a). In Fig.10 (b), we indicate the final position 

where the speed is 15 cm/10 s. In this case, the final 

identification ratio is to be 70%, as listed in the third column 

of Table 1. Simultaneously, we describe the final position 

where the speed is 15 cm/20 s. In this case, the final 

identification ratio is to be 83%, as shown in the third 

column of Table 1. Therefore, the faster the translational 

speed of the real liver, the lower the overlapping precision. 

 

 

 

Table 1. Initial and final identification ratio of fast and slow 

translational movements along X, Y, and Z axes. 

 
Translation speed 

with 15 cm/10 s 

 Translation speed with 

15 cm/20 s 

Initial identification 

ratio 
94% 

 
94% 

Final identification 

ratio along X axis 
81% 

 
81% 

Final identification 

ratio along Y axis 
76% 

 
89% 

Final identification 

ratio along Z axis 
70% 

 
83% 

 

 

 

Table 2. Final identification ratio of fast and slow rotational 

movements around the Z axis. 

 
Initial identification 

ratio 

Final identification 

ratio around Z axis 

Rotation speed 

with 45° /10 s 
94% 65% 

Rotation speed 

with 45° /20 s 
94% 81% 

 

Finally in Fig.11 and Table 2, a 3D virtual liver colored 
yellow rotationally follows its 3D real liver colored red 
which moves around Z axis. Similar to the previous case, 

the overlapping area in the 3D XYZ space is colored by a 
set of blue pixels. First, we show the initial position in 
Fig.11 (a). In Fig.11 (b), we indicate the final position 
where speed is 45°/10 s.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig.11 A 3D virtual liver colored yellow rotationally follows 

its 3D real liver colored red which moves around Z axis. 

The overlapping area in 3D XYZ space is colored by a set 

of blue pixels. (a) Initial position. (b) Final position where 

speed is 4.5°/s. (c) Final position where speed is 2.25 in the 

clockwise direction. 
 
 
In this case, the final identification ratio is to be 65%, as 

presented in the third column of Table 2. Simultaneously, 
we describe the final position where the speed is 45° /20 s. 
In this case, the final identification ratio is to be 81%, as 
listed in the third column of Table 2. Therefore, the faster 
the rotational speed of real liver, the lower the overlapping 
precision. 
In the several kinds of translation or rotational movements 
shown above, the real and virtual livers almost overlapped 
in the 3D space, and therefore the usefulness of our 
proposed 2D depth-depth matching algorithm based on 
depth camera Kinect v1 is verified in these experiments. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
 

In this paper, by efficiently matching a real depth image 

captured using the popular depth camera Kinect v1 with a 

virtual depth image in the Z-buffer of GPU, we designed a 

fast motion transcription algorithm between real and virtual 

livers. In succession, we evaluated the algorithm’s 

efficiency and its motion precision in several kinds of 

experiments. As a result, we can understand that our fast 2D 

depth-depth matching algorithm has the potential to execute 

motion transcription of human liver in surgical navigation. 
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